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ESTIMATING SIGNAL TIMING OF ACTUATED SIGNAL
CONTROL USING PATTERN RECOGNITION UNDER
CONNECTED VEHICLE ENVIRONMENT
ABSTRACT
The Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) message is an
important input for research and applications of Connected Vehicles (CVs). However, the actuated signal controllers are not able to directly give the SPaT information
since the SPaT is influenced by both signal control logic
and real-time traffic demand. This study elaborates an
estimation method which is proposed according to the
idea that an actuated signal controller would provide
similar signal timing for similar traffic states. Thus, the
quantitative description of traffic states is important. The
traffic flow at each approaching lane has been compared
to fluids. The state of fluids can be indicated by state
parameters, e.g. speed or height, and its energy, which
includes kinetic energy and potential energy. Similar to
the fluids, this paper has proposed an energy model for
traffic flow, and it has also added the queue length as an
additional state parameter. Based on that, the traffic state
of intersections can be descripted. Then, a pattern recognition algorithm was developed to identify the most similar historical states and also their corresponding SPaTs,
whose average is the estimated SPaT of this second. The
result shows that the average error is 3.1 seconds.

KEYWORDS
connected vehicle; actuated signal control; signal
timing estimation; energy model; queue length.

1. INTRODUCTION
The intersection is the main type of bottlenecks
for traffic networks. The bottleneck can cause high
emissions, low efficiency, or even a safety problem. New technologies, such as Connected Vehicles (CVs) and intelligent traffic system provide
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opportunities to improve the efficiency of intersections. Previous studies of CVs found that the technologies could improve the performance of intersections by decreasing delay [1] and reducing oil
consumption as well as emission [2]. Additionally,
these new technologies can be employed to reduce
delay by optimizing the signal timing or other traffic
management strategies [3-7]. One of the necessary
inputs of the above studies is the Signal Phase and
Timing (SPaT) message, which includes all phases
of this cycle, the length of these phases, and the gap
between these phases. SPaT can be easily obtained
from the fixed-timing signal controllers. However,
obtaining SPaT for actuated signal controllers is
difficult since their signal timing is not only related
to the control logic but also to the real-time traffic
conditions. On the other hand, CVs could provide
vehicle speed and location information in real time.
For one signal controller, if the control logic is not
changed, the signal controller will give similar signal timing under similar traffic states, which is more
easily and more possible to be obtained by using
the CV data. Consequently, how the CV data can
be used to estimate the signal timing of the actuated
signal controllers has become an important topic.
There have been some studies on obtaining
SPaT; however, almost all of them focused on the
fixed-timing signal control [8-13]. Based on data
sources, these studies can be divided into two categories. In the first category, data are collected from
invasive detectors, such as loop detectors [8, 11].
Firstly, the delay patterns are measured by travel
time. Key vehicles are identified by utilizing the
153
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delay patterns, and then they are used to estimate
the signal timing information [11]. Key vehicles include the first and the last vehicle that pass the stop
line in one signal control cycle. The main problem
of this method is that there might be more than one
cycle between two key vehicles. Although some
studies have already applied mathematical iteration
to correct the cycle length, these studies were based
on using the engineering experience [8].
The second group of research uses the trajectory
data to estimate the signal timing of the fixed-time
signal controllers [9, 10, 12, 13]. Some researchers
identify the key vehicles by stop event and delay,
and the cycle is modified by using the maximum
common divisor of the gap between critical vehicles. The GPS data of mobile phones can also be
used to estimate the signal timing. By identifying
the stop and launch time of vehicles, the cycle and
length of each phase is identified according to the
traffic wave theory [9]. Since the penetration of trajectory data would be low, the laws of kinematics
were used to identify the starting time of the green
and red lights [10]. The green time and cycle length
estimation errors of the above procedures are between three and six seconds.
The actuated signal control is a common control
type for intersections. However, the study seldom
focuses on estimating the signal timing of the actuated signal controllers. The reason lies in the fact
that the signal timing of actuated signal is strongly
related to real-time traffic state [14, 15], while the
real-time traffic state is hard to perceive. The existing study mainly estimates the length of the current
phase with the method of probability theory based
on the historical duration time instead of the historical traffic state [16]. This estimation method is only
useful to the intersections whose signal controller
has simple control logic and can only change the
signal timing slightly. However, this method might
not be appropriate to be used at the intersections
whose traffic demand changes significantly and
then results in the substantial change of signal timing. The reason of no real-time-traffic-state based
actuated signal timing estimation is that the traffic
state is hard to be extracted in detail and in time.
Loop detectors can only get the state when a vehicle is passing it. Real-time queue length is hard to
obtain, not to mention the real-time state of every
vehicle. Traffic camera can be used to get the real-time queue length, but at a high cost. Trajectory
data provided by CV have been used to estimated
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traffic state such as queue length, volume, and individual state information [17, 18]. CVs could be a
possible solution to collect data of the traffic state
for the actuated signals in real time.
The aim of this study is to estimate the length
of the current phase of the actuated signal controller. Unlike the existing studies that use critical vehicles or historical signal timings to estimate the
signal timing, the algorithm proposed in this paper
is based on real-time traffic states. The traffic states
are obtained from the information from CVs. The
signal timings of adaptive and actuated control are
changed with the traffic state. This paper moves
the focus from signal timing to traffic state, which
would be a meaningful exploration for further studies on estimating the signal timings of the actuated
or adaptive control. This paper tries to use the traffic
state to estimate the signal timing without estimating the control logic. The main idea of this paper
is that the actuated signal should provide similar
timing schedule if the traffic condition is the same.
To test this hypothesis, historical traffic state data
and its corresponding signal timing were collected.
The most similar historical traffic states are then selected, and the current phase is estimated based on
the signal timing of the selected historical state. The
proposed algorithm is also located in cloud and will
send the result of every second to road-side units or
target vehicles in time.
The organization structure of this paper is as follows. The second Section introduces the definition
of the traffic state and the traffic state extraction
algorithm. The third Section describes the signal
estimation algorithm. The fourth Section discusses
the simulation evaluation. Finally, the fifth Section
summarizes the conclusions.

2. STATE EXTRACTION
The main idea of this study is to estimate the
current phase duration in real time by recognizing
similar historical traffic states. The algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 1. The traffic state will be
extracted at each time step and stored in the database. Then, the algorithm will find similar historical states which have the same phase and similar
passed green time in the database. The phase time
of the current state will be calculated by using the
phase times of these similar historical states. This
study requires the estimation as an online algorithm,
which requires a lighter calculation burden. As there
is a huge amount of historical states, the traffic state
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 153-163
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Figure 1 – Phase green time estimation algorithm flowchart

of an intersection represented by several vectors
is helpful to achieve this target. Furthermore, the
number of vectors that indicate the traffic state of
an intersection should be as small as possible. The
state of an intersection is a set of the state of each
approaching lane. The vehicles in one approaching
lane can be seen as a traffic flow. The traffic flow
has been researched by analogy with fluids. The
state of fluids can be described by energy and a state
parameter. The energy includes the potential energy
and kinetic energy, while the state parameter can be
the speed or the height of the fluids. Similarly, the
state of the traffic flow can also be represented by
energy and a state parameter. This section presents
the energy by analogy with the concept of energy
of fluids, enabling it to determine a certain state
through a state parameter. Two vectors, composed
of these two values, are used to represent the traffic
state of the intersection. The relative notations are
shown in Table 1.
In the traffic field, the traffic flow is often compared to fluids. Determining an exact state of fluids requires only two values. The first is the total
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 153-163

energy of the fluids, which is the sum of potential
and kinetic energy. The total energy, however, often
corresponds to multiple possible states, as shown
in Figure 2. State 1 has high kinetic energy and low
potential energy, while Stage 2 has low kinetic energy and high potential energy. There is no doubt that
State 1 and State 2 are two different states, but they
have the same total energy. In order to determine the
unique state of fluids, a state parameter is needed,
such as the current height or the flow speed. As for
the traffic flow, the queue length is selected as the
State with same total energy

State 2 (ejK2,ejP2)
ejP

State 1 (ejK1,ejP1)

ejK

Figure 2 – Energy uniqueness
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Table 1 – Parameters and variables
Input parameters
vj0

Speed of one vehicle at the moment it arrives at approaching lane j

Lj

Length of lane j
State parameters

ejP
ejK
ejK'

Potential energy of lane j

ej

Total energy of lane j

nj

Number of vehicles in lane j

vj

Average speed of vehicles in lane j

hj

Average distance to stop line of vehicles in lane j

s

Current phase state

Kinetic energy of lane j
Corrected kinetic energy of lane j

td

Duration time of current phase

svj

Number of stopped vehicles in lane j, which is also called queue length

E

Vector composed of energy of all approaching lanes of the intersection

SV

Vector composed of number of stopped vehicles of all approaching lanes of the intersection

X

Matrix composed of vectors of energy and number of stopped vehicles
Green time calculating parameters

gi

Green time of the phase that includes i-th selected historical states

ik

Number of selected historical states

sum

Sum of green time of selected historical states

g

Preliminary estimated green time

esi

Estimated green time of time i

esr

Estimated green time of current time

p(V1,V2)

Euclidean distance between two vectors
Auxiliary parameters

kj

Parameter of potential energy

kj1

Compensation coefficient, needs to be calibrated

M

Threshold of Euclidean distance between two energy vectors

state parameter. The queue length is one of the most
important performance measures of an intersection
[21]. The queue length is also often selected as the
control objective of the signal timing optimization
[22]. Only two numbers can indicate the state of the
fluids. As for the traffic field, if the state of the traffic flow of one approaching lane can be presented
by two numbers, the traffic state of the intersection
can be presented by two vectors which is composed
of the energy and a state parameter of each approaching lane. After using two vectors to represent
the traffic state of one intersection, there is no doubt
that the efficiency and practicality of the pattern recognition algorithm will be greatly increased.
The energy of the traffic flow, which is similar to
that of the fluids, is composed of two components in
an approaching lane of the intersection. When the
156

fluids move to high ground, the kinetic energy of
water transfers to potential energy: the speed and
kinetic energy of the fluids decrease while the potential energy increases. Similarly, the energy transfer also exists in the intersection. For a special case
in which only one vehicle drives in the intersection
and the vehicle cannot pass the intersection without
stopping, the vehicle has maximum kinetic energy
when it just entered the range of the intersection;
however, no large pressure on the intersection controller is observed at this moment, as there is no
urgent need to release it to pass the intersection
immediately. By contrast, the speed of the vehicle
decreases when it approaches the stop line, which
causes the control pressure of the intersection controller increasing sharply, just as shown in Figure 3.
The intersection likes a “valve” in the traffic flow,
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 153-163
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just similar to the fluids brings pressure to a shutting valve, the coming of the traffic flow also brings
pressure to the intersection. After the vehicle reaches the stop line, the kinetic energy drops to zero and,
therefore, the control pressure of the intersection
controller is at its maximum value. To be consistent
with the fluids, the control pressure of traffic flow is
also named potential energy.

S2
Low speed
High press to signal control
S1

where ejK1 is the kinetic energy of the vehicle just
entering the control range of lane j; and ejP2is the
potential energy when a vehicle reaches the stop
line of lane j. For the traffic flow including only one
vehicle, Equations 4 and 5 can be derived from Equations 1-3:
(4)

2

v 0j
k j = 2gL
j

S1
High speed
Less press to signal control

Figure 3 – State of vehicle in intersection

Two values are required to calculate the kinetic
energy of the fluids: mass and speed of the flow. For
homogenous traffic flow, the number of vehicles
and the average speed are seen as mass and speed
of the fluids. The formula for kinetic energy is presented in Equation 1:
(1)

where ejK indicates the kinetic energy of the traffic
flow on lane j; nj indicates the number of vehicles
on lane j; and vj indicates the average speed of vehicles on lane j. The unit of ejK is vm · J, where vm is
the mass of a vehicle.
For the quantification and determination of potential energy, this study defines the intersection
control boundary line as the zero potential energy
surface. According to its physical definition, the potential energy is the product of mass and distance
at the control boundary. It can be expressed by
Equation 2:
e Pj = k j n j gh j

(3)

e Kj 1 = e Pj 2

1 02
2 v j = k j gL j

S2

1
e Kj = 2 n j v 2j

ers that its kinetic energy at the control boundary
instantaneously transfers to its potential energy at
the stop line, as it is not disturbed by other vehicles.

(2)

where ejP denotes the potential energy of the traffic
flow on lane j; kj is the coefficient, and hj is the average distance to the control boundary of vehicles
on lane j. Same with ejK, the unit of ejP is also vm · J,
where vm is the mass of a vehicle.
Back to the special case in which only one vehicle passes the intersection and the vehicle cannot
pass the intersection without stopping;, since there
is no influence of other vehicles, the study considPromet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 153-163

(5)

where vj0 represents the average speed at the moment when a vehicle is just entering the control
boundary of lane j; and Lj represents the distance
from the control boundary to the stop line. These
expressions are verified, but only if the traffic flow
includes only one vehicle in undisturbed environment. When the flow is large, the kinetic energy of
the vehicles cannot be completely converted into
potential energy due to the influence of other vehicles, and the vehicles may stop far from the stop
line. A compensation factor for the potential energy,
therefore, should be evaluated. As a result,
'

e Kj = k 1j k j n j h j

(6)

In the above equation, kj1 is the compensation coefficient, which requires to be calibrated. Detailed
calibration results are shown in the simulation section. The total energy of the traffic flow on an approaching lane can be determined as in Equations 7
and 8:
e j = e Pj + e Kj

'

1
e j = 2 n j v 2j + k 1j k j n j h j

(7)
(8)

As mentioned at the beginning of this section,
the total energy is not sufficient to determine one
state; therefore, a state parameter is needed to identify a specific state. In this study, the number of
stopped vehicles is selected as this parameter because it not only represents the most urgent control
pressures but is also easily obtained and has high
accuracy. The traffic state of the intersection can be
represented by a matrix shown in Equation 9:
X = (s, t d , E, SV)

(9)
157
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where s represents the current phase state; td is the
passed green time of the current phase; E and SV
are two state vectors, as shown in Equations 10 and 11:
E = ( e 1 , e 2 , f, e j , f, e J )

(10)

SV = (sv 1, sv 2, f, sv j, f, sv J )

(11)

where J represents the number of lanes that belong
to the approaching links of the intersection. The
state vector E represents a vector, composed of the
energy values of each lane. SV is a state parameter vector, which is represented by the number of
stopped vehicles on each lane.

3. ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
This Section describes an algorithm that estimates the green time of the current phase by employing the energy and the number of motionless
vehicles. The main idea of this algorithm is comparing the actual state with historical states in order to
identify the most similar one and gets the estimated
green time of the current phase based on it. This algorithm is based on the fact that if the control logic
of an actuated signal controller does not change, the
controller will show similar green times under similar traffic flow states.
The pattern recognition, such as image recognition in which the Euclidean distance is applied, is
used to find the most similar historical traffic state.
In this study, the traffic state of the intersection is
represented by two vectors, the energy vector and
the state parameter vector. The Euclidean distance
calculation is thereafter employed with these vectors, as in image recognition. As the measure value
and the meaning of the two vectors are different,
a unified Euclidean distance cannot be calculated,
and the recognition process needs to be divided into
two steps. The Euclidean distance of the two vectors will be calculated respectively in the two steps,
and only the state whose two Euclidean distances
are both short is a similar state. This study uses
ρ(SV1,SV2) to indicate the Euclidean distance between the state parameter vectors of the compared states, and ρ(E1,E2) is used to indicate the
Euclidean distance between the energy parameter
vectors of the compared states. As ρ(SV1,SV2) is
smaller and much easier to calculate than ρ(E1,E2),
the calculation process is designed as follows: obtain the Euclidean distance between ρ(SV1,SV2) of
the current traffic state and the historical states to
screen out the states that have a similar motionless
158

vehicle situation. Calculate afterwards the Euclidean distance between ρ(E1,E2) of the current state
and the historical traffic states to identify the states
with similar energy distribution.
In order to obtain a more stable result, the five
most similar situations are selected and the preliminary estimated green time which is indicated by g
is estimated by averaging the green time of the selected states.
g=

g1 + g2 + g3 + g4 + g5
5

(12)

The detailed steps are summarized as follows:
Step 1: Picking the historical states that have the
same green phase with the current state.
Step 2: Screening historical states whose passed
green time, which is indicated by td, is similar to that
of the current state. If the difference between them
is less than three seconds, the state will be chosen.
In the actuated signal control logic, the minimum
green light extension time is equal to maximum allowable headway, which is chosen as three seconds
in the Signal Timing Manual [19, 20].
Step 3: Calculating ρ(SVc,SVs), where SVc is the
state parameter vector of the current state and SVs is
the state parameter vector of the states identified by
Step 2. This study chose J (the number of lanes in
an intersection) as a threshold. It is assumed that the
average difference of motionless vehicles for each
lane is not larger than one. The estimation result is
sensitive to the queue length. The actuated control is
based on the information of a loop detector. One vehicle can cause the loop detector to be occupied or
not. Two motionless vehicles for each lane can lead
to large errors in the test. This value can be adjusted
if other detectors are used such as traffic cameras.
Step 4: Calculating ρ(Ec,Es), where Ec is the energy
vector of the current state and Es is the energy vector of states identified by Step 3. The threshold is
M, which is calibrated experimentally. The specific
results are shown in the next section.
Step 5: Selecting the five newest historical states
from the states selected in Step 4. If only the newest state is selected, there may be large errors in the
estimation results. However, since the control logic
may be adjusted with time, too many selected states
may lead to wrong results. According to the simulation test, five newest states are most suitable. This
value can be adjusted according to the actual situation.
Step 6: Averaging the green times of five selected
states.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 153-163
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4.2 Parameter calibration

Step 7: Averaging the estimated results of each
passed second of the current phase.

In order to calibrate the parameters, different coefficients kj1 and thresholds M were tested in order
to reach better accuracy. Table 2 shows that the Average Error (AE) is minimum when kj1 equals 3 and
M is 3Es, where Es indicates the total energy of the
vehicle in the special case which passes the intersection with a stop and is not influenced by other
vehicles.

4. SIMULATION
This Section focuses on building a simulation
environment for testing the algorithm. Its accuracy
is evaluated, and the influence of the length of green
time, training data size, and the penetration of connected vehicles are also discussed respectively.

4.3 Observation of state estimation
parameters

4.1 Simulation network
A simulation environment was built in VISSIM
9, and the algorithm is implemented in Python. An
artery-branch intersection, controlled by the actuated controller was established to evaluate the algorithm. The artery road is composed of two-way four
lanes, and their traffic volume is 700 pcu/(h•lane)
while the branch is made of two-way two lanes, and
their volume is 400 pcu/(h•lane). The simulation was
run for ten hours to collect the traffic data including
the Basic Safety Message (BSM) and SPaT as the
basic historical database, including vehicle location
information, speed information, current green light
phase, passed green time, and green time.

In this part, four states are compared to verify
the rationality of selecting energy and the number
of stopped vehicles to represent the state of traffic
flow. The simulated traffic is shown in Figure 4, and
the difference of energy between the state (a) and
the others are calculated. The energy of each lane is
calculated by Equation 8, where kj1 is set as 3. The energy difference is the sum of absolute values of the
energy difference of each lane. The result is shown
in Table 3, and it can be noticed that the variations are
increasing. Table 3 is increasing for each scenario.
It is worth noting that the difference between the

Table 2 – Calibration results

AE

M

Es

2Es

3Es

4Es

0.33

4.48

4.49

4.52

4.56

1

3.93

4.10

4.32

4.36

1.67

5.73

3.98

4.16

4.10

2.33

8.79

5.01

4.23

4.12

3

10.45

5.71

3.39

4.12

3.67

12.31

6.82

4.95

4.08

kj1

a

b

c

d

Figure 4 – Simulation state
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 153-163
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Table 3 – Difference of energy
State

a

b

c

d

The sum of absolute values of the energy difference (reference to state a)

0

2,183

2,313

4,576

energy of state (b) and (c) is relatively low; they
have similar distance to state (a). However, Figures
4b and 4c seem to be very different from each other,
indicating that the energy polymorphism needs to
be calibrated by state parameters. After considering
the number of motionless vehicles, (b) is closer to
(a) than (c), which indicates the importance of the
selection of these two parameters.

green time is from 11 to 50 seconds, so that 14 and
46 seconds, which are near the side boundary of the
test range respectively, are selected to show the influence of green time length. The average absolute
error of the shorter phase is 0.89 seconds, while the
other is less than 1.26 seconds. Meanwhile, the absolute error decreases with time, until the end of the
phase is reached. If large error values are obtained
at the end of one phase, it may be a false lead to
the speed guidance and other related applications,
which may cause violation of the traffic signal or
even safety problem.
The training data size has a significant influence
on the estimation algorithm. The average absolute
error of the results estimated based on one hour’s
data and ten hours’ data is 4.47 seconds and 3.1 seconds, respectively. This corresponds to a 30% lower error. The larger training data size can increase
the accuracy of the algorithm. As for the penetration of the connected vehicles, it can also influence
the algorithm accuracy. The estimated results under
different penetrations of the connected vehicles are
shown in Table 4. When the penetration of CV is
higher than 80%, the absolute estimated error is less
than 4 seconds.

5. MODEL EVALUATION
Under the condition that CV penetration is 100%
and 10 hours of data are employed as the training
data, different green time lengths are selected to
evaluate the algorithm, and the mean absolute estimated error is 3.1 seconds. The estimated results for
different green time and the error distribution are
shown in Figure 5. Most of the errors are between -1
s to 1 s. The largest estimated error is less than 6 s.
In one phase, with the increase of the passed
green time, the estimation results become more accurate. The estimation results of two phases with
different green time are shown in Figure 6 as examples. Different volumes are tested which causes a
big large change of green time. The range of tested
Table 4 – Influence of connected vehicle penetration

Phase time [s]

Absolute estimated error [s]

100%

90%

80%

3.1

3.64

3.91

60

0.25

50

0.2

40

0.15

30
0.1

Frequency

Penetration

20
0.05

10
0 [-4,-3] [-3,-2] [-2,-1] [-1,-0]

[0,1]

[1,2]

[2,3]

[3,4]

[4,5]

[5,6]

0

Error distribution [s]
Error distribution

True value of phase time

Estimated phase time

Figure 5 – Estimated result
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Time step [s]
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 26
14

0.25

12

Frequency

0.2

10
8

0.15

6

0.1

4

0.05

Phase time [s]

0.3

2
0

0

[-2,-1.5]

[-1.5,-1]

Error distribution

[-1,-0.5]

[-0.5,0]

Error distribution [s]
Estimated phase time

[0,0.5]
Absolute estimated error

a) 15 s green phase

0.45

50

0.4
Frequency

0.35

40

0.3
0.25

30

0.2

20

0.15
0.10

10

0.05
0

60

Phase time [s]

0.5

Time step [s]
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 37 39 41 43 45

[-2,-1.5]

[-1.5,-1]

Error distribution

[-1,-0.5]

[-0.5,0]

Error distribution [s]
Estimated phase time

[0,0.5]

[1.5-4.5] 0

Absolute estimated error

b) 46 s green phase
Figure 6 – One phase result

6. CONCLUSION
This study proposed a cloud-based method to estimate the duration time of the current phase of the
actuated signal controller by finding similar historical traffic states under the CVs environment. The
traffic states of an intersection are composed of the
traffic state of each approaching lane. Compared to
fluids, the state of the traffic flow can be indicated
by a state parameter and energy. The queue length
is selected as the state parameter, and the energy is
the sum of potential and kinetic energy.
The case study validates the accuracy and
adaptability of the proposed model on different
phase lengths from 11 to 50 seconds. The average
absolute difference between the estimated and the
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 153-163

true phase time was 3.1 seconds. Then, the influence of penetration of CVs, green time length, and
the training sample size on estimation accuracy
were tested. The algorithm is adaptive to a large
green time length range and becomes more accurate when the phase time approaches its ending.
Furthermore, higher penetration and a large training sample size can result in a lower error.
There are some limitations in this study. The
method proposed does not consider the combination of the detector data, which is frequently used
to obtain the traffic state. The inclusion of the detector data might further improve the accuracy of
this study. The signal timing estimation of the arterial should also be an interesting topic.
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智能网联环境下基于模式识别的感应控制配时
估计方法研究
信号配时信息是车联网研究和应用的重要输入。
然而，由于感应控制受到控制逻辑和实时交通状态
的双重影响，感应控制信号机难以提前直接给出信
号配时信息。本研究提出了一种估计模型。该模型
的基本思想是同一个信号控制机会在相似的交通状
态下给出相似的信号配时。因此，交通状态的定量
描述成为了本文的重点。将每个进口车道的车流被
类比为水流。水流的状态可以通过例如速度、高度
以及包括势能和动能在内的总能量等几个参数进行
表示。相似地，本文提出了一种适用于交通流的能
量模型，并以排队长度为补充参数确定交通状态。
通过这种方法完成了交叉口交通状态的数学化表
达，而后提出了模式识别算法来寻找最为相似的历
史交通状态以及他们对应的信号配时，将这些配时
平均化处理后得到了每一秒的估计结果。实验表
明，本方法的信号配时估计误差在3.1 s之内。
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车联网; 感应信号控制; 信号配时
估计; 能量模型; 排队长度.
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